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Abstract 
The Global financial crisis and the Crisis in Bulgaria's Construction Sector has put many questions relating to revenue and 
the adequate implementation of the methodology, principles and criteria for their recognition from the construction 
contracts. The revenue recognition standards in Bulgaria - The National Accounting Standards (NASs) differ from, and are 
based on outdated translations of, the International Accounting Standards (IASs), with significant differences in 
interpretation in between. In this article we point out a significant portion of these conceptual differences and express the 
view that they should be harmonized with the IASs, and moreover, with the new standard - Revenue recognition from 
contracts with customers. 
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1. Introduction  
For the building of construction production and the performance of certain construction services, a sustained 
period of time is required, which usually does not fit within one accounting period. For this reason, the date on 
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which the contract was signed for construction and the date of completion of commitments there under, would 
not normally fall within the same accounting period – calendar year. Therefore, determining the exact moment 
and amount for the revenue to be recognized is of great importance for preparers of financial statements, in 
order for the information presented in them to faithfully depict the financial performance and position of the 
entity. 
In this respect, as it turns out, the revenue recognition standards in Bulgaria - The National Accounting 
Standards (NASs) differ from, and are based on outdated translations of, the International Accounting 
Standards (IASs), with significant differences in interpretation in between, and both sets are in need of 
improvement, because this situation shows a lack of harmonization of the accounting standards, and moreover, 
to lack of comparability of information between foreign and domestic enterprises and leads to confusion 
amongst practitioners, preparers and users of accounting information. 
2. Methodology  
This paper is an attempt to clarify the meaning of key concepts, falling within the scope of the current 
accounting regulations, governing recognition of revenue from the construction contracts. This will be achieved 
by a thorough comparative analysis of the key formulations in the existing National Accounting Standards and 
International Accounting Standards and their interpretations. By doing that, the key concept differences will be 
pointed out, the elimination of which will facilitate and unify the guidelines for the practitioners in determining 
which standard should be applied and when. Subsequent solution and recommendations will be provided. 
3. Analysis, Results and Discussion  
A major problem in the recognition of revenue is determining the appropriate time for it – at what point 
probable the future economic benefits will flow to the entity and whether they can be measured reliably.  
Although the IASs have fewer requirements on revenue recognition, the two main revenue recognition 
standards, IAS 18 - Revenue and IAS 11 - Construction Contracts, are proven to be difficult to understand and 
apply. In addition, IAS 18 provides limited guidance on important topics such as revenue recognition for 
multiple-element arrangements. Even IFRIC 15 – Agreements for the construction of real estate is unable to 
solve all the problems derived from the implementation of the two IASs. It answers the fundamental question 
of whether the entity sells goods (an apartment, a house) or services, and most importantly, under the scope of 
which accounting standard falls the undertaken performance obligation (contractual component). That is, it 
applies to contracts which in addition to the construction of real estate may also include the delivery of other 
goods or services. The Interpretation provides guidance for the division of an agreement of its individual 
components in order to create the basis for revenue recognition. Subsequently, the IAS 18 can be applied to one 
component (performance obligation) of a contract and the IAS 11 to another. 
Determining whether an agreement (or component) falls within the scope of IAS 11 or IAS 18 requires 
subjective judgment and depends on the conditions of the agreement and all the facts and circumstances. 
According to IFRIC 15, “IAS 11 shall be applied when the agreement meets the definition of a construction 
contract set out in §3 of IAS 11”, i.e. “when the buyer is able to specify the major structural elements of the 
design of the real estate, prior to the commencement of the construction process and/or is able to specify the 
major structural changes once construction is in progress (whether it exercises that ability or not).” The right 
itself, that is to make major structural changes, seemed to be somehow implied, as it is not explicitly stated in 
the definition of a construction contract given by §3 of IAS 11. 
Consequently, if the analysis of an agreement for the construction of real estate shows that the buyer has 
only limited ability to influence over the engineering of the design of the real estate, for example, to choose a 
design from several possibilities specified by the entity, or to specify only minor variations to the basic design, 
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therefore, the agreement is for the sale of goods within the scope of IAS 18. 
3.1. Differences between NAS 11 and IAS 11 
On the other hand, NAS 11 also defines the procedure for accounting of revenue and costs associated with 
construction contracts, but it clarifies that it is about those, “covering at least two reporting periods”, and in its 
scope is written that: “This standard applies to accounting for construction contracts in the financial statements 
of the entrepreneurs”. 
These are the two major differences that distinguish one and the same accounting standard from its 
International version and its Bulgarian one. This leads us to the conclusion, that the determination under the 
scope of which accounting standard falls a specific construction contract, under National Accounting Standards 
for SMEs, is not the requirement whether the client has the ability to make structural changes to the real estate 
or not, but according to the duration of the contract itself. 
It turns out that, as some authors indicate, if a construction company enters into a construction contract, in 
order to determine which National Accounting Standard should be applied, it must comply with its duration. So 
that, “if there is a construction contract, but its construction and finalization falls within one reporting year, 
respectively calendar year, for the revenue recognition of it, the rules of NAS 18 – Revenue, will be applied. 
Identically must be approached and where the period of construction of the asset does not fit in the reporting 
year, but there is no construction contract. In such cases, revenue will be recognized as revenue is recognized 
from the sale of products. The rules in §6.1 of NAS 18 will be applied” (Ʉɨɥɟɜɚ 2009, ɫ. 6). We can 
summarize that, in order to determine which National standard to apply, a construction company should take 
into account the following two conditions: 
• the existence or not of a construction contract; 
• does the construction of the contractual assets fall within one reporting period or it does not.  
• uniform application of the adopted international accounting terminology; 
• uniformity in the accounting treatment of some reporting situations for which there are alternative solutions 
in the International Accounting Standards” 
As it became apparent, this treatment of construction contracts is completely different to the interpretations 
which IFRIC 15 has introduced, and in our opinion, this is due to the differences in the concepts, the scope and 
the objects of National standards versus the International ones. 
The second major difference between the National and the International version of the standard is that NAS 
11 adds a new figure to the contractual relationship, namely, this of the entrepreneur. Thus, Construction 
Company, contractor and entrepreneur (constructional entrepreneur) are equated. The latter has no precise and 
rigid definition in the literature.  
Until the amendment of the Spatial Development Act (SDA), amend. SG 65 from 2003, the legislator used 
the term "constructional entrepreneur", without giving a legal definition. The constructional entrepreneur was 
governed by the law, on one hand, as an intermediary between the assignor   and the contractor/building 
company, and on the other, as a person who takes the overall organization for the preparation and 
implementation of the Investment project (IP), including delivery and installation of technological equipment, 
until finalizing the commissioning process. Probably due to the uncertainty about the exact role of the 
constructional entrepreneur and the scope of his duties, the legislature excluded him from the range of persons 
involved in the construction under the SDA. 
IAS 11 Construction Contracts, in paragraph 14 of its Bulgarian version, also equates between 
"entrepreneur" (constructional entrepreneur) and Construction Company, without giving a definition of the 
term. In the UK, as an entrepreneur is considered the one who starts his own new and small business. But not 
every new, small business can be considered as entrepreneurial. In Germany, in the very name of the 
entrepreneur is included the idea that this is a person who owns and manages its property. The owner may be 
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an entrepreneur, but not every entrepreneur is an owner. The latter may cede any of its functions to another 
individual and to provide the right of possession, use and disposal (Ʉɚɪɚɫɬɚɬɟɜɚ 1993). Ownership unbundling 
of its functions occurs due to the fact that the owner is not always able to employs effectively that, which he 
possess.   
It became clear that „not every small business, which was established on the basis of private ownership, is 
entrepreneurial. Not every business organization can be defined as entrepreneurial” (Ƚɟɧɨɜ &ɋɬɨɹɧɨɜ 1999, ɫ. 
28). Entrepreneur, who acts as his partners, is not covered by the concept of entrepreneur.  
A more modern interpretation of this concept offers us ɋɬɨɹɧɨɜ (2012, ɫ. 97), according to which an 
entrepreneur is – “an economic figure that operates with own or borrowed capital, assumes the entire risk and 
seeks to profit.” According to the author, the word entrepreneur means an intermediary between the two 
counter parties. The following working definition is being made for constructional entrepreneur – Entrepreneur 
who realizes its profit through the entire construction cycle or its separate stages – research, design, execution 
of the construction work, commissioning, supply of building materials and trade with construction production.  
From here, we can easily deduce the concept of the entrepreneurial enterprise, namely the one that operates 
in the construction field and features the use of entrepreneurial, innovative behavior, manifested in the 
organization of the working process, the application of innovations and the quest for novelties in the 
construction industry. Main result of the implementation of these activities is to increase the production 
produced by the used combination of resources, minimizing the costs, creating new customers and new 
markets. 
We can summarize, that irrespective of the legal form in which a construction company exists, it will be 
entrepreneurial if it creates something new, something different, and thus amend or converts values. 
Entrepreneurship is a purposeful, successful activity to initiate, maintain and develop a profitable business 
(Kent 1982). Examples of building entrepreneurship can be the construction of modern, unique and multi-
family dwellings (e.g. US - style prefabricated houses or the German energy efficient houses), hotels (e.g. 
Hydropolis, the underwater hotel in Dubai), restaurants (e.g. “Dinner in the sky” – Dolce La Hulpe Brussels 
Hotel), commercial areas (shopping centers), business centers, modern parking lots (e.g. VW’s underground 
garage – Autostadt in Wolfsburg), etc. Our view does not preclude the development of the entrepreneurship as 
in the large-scale specialized state, municipal and cooperative enterprises in the field of industrial, transport, 
energy and other types of construction. All this at a time and place depends on the innovative spirit of their 
managers. 
Therefore, we cannot light-handed put an equal sign between the constructional entrepreneur and a 
construction company. The concepts are not fully compatible and each case must be considered separately. This 
in turn requires an amendment of  NAS 11, as well as to the Bulgarian translation of the IAS 11, as the one 
which was made in Spatial Development Act and Ordinance ʋ 3 “On drawing up acts and protocols during 
construction”, in their amendment from 2003. 
3.2. Conceptual difference between NAS 18 and IAS 18 
The differences between national and international legislation in the field of accounting in the construction 
sector does not stop here. Another similar contradiction we find in standard 18, in its international and national 
variant, namely, that in §1, item 2 of the NAS 18, where is written that “the standard does not deal with the 
recognition of revenue from – construction contracts”. Such clarification in IAS 18 does not exist. In §4 it is 
stated only that certain contracts for the rendering of services are directly related to construction contracts, and 
that they are dealt with by IAS 11. According to the criteria in IFRIC 15, some „agreements for the 
construction of real estate” fall under the scope of IAS 11, others in that of IAS 18 - specifically these for the 
sale of construction production. These are for example the contracts for the construction of apartments in a 
residential building with third parties, entered into in the early stages of the construction process (“off plan” – 
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that is, before construction is complete, or even before the beginning of the construction itself). That rises the 
question: In that case, what is the difference between a “construction contract” and an “agreement for the 
construction of real estate”? From a legal perspective, in our opinion and taking into account the views of 
Ⱦɢɦɢɬɪɨɜ (2012, ɫ. 25), a construction contract may have as its object different in character and volume work, 
under which can be constructed a factory, workshop, facility, warehouse, office building etc., or an apartment 
in a residential building. The subject of the contract may cover as well as the complete construction of the site, 
and also the building of separate parts or stages. Construction contract can be awarded not only for new 
construction, but also for additional construction, additional storey, and reconstruction, repair of existing 
buildings, as well as contracts for the demolition or restoration of assets and the restoration of the environment, 
following the demolition of assets.   From here, we can derive a common definition of a construction contract 
that will unite the accounting and legal understanding of this concept: The construction contract is such a 
contract under which one of the parties, called “assignor” – owner of a property or holder of the construction 
right over it, assigns the other side called “contractor” to perform the construction or improvement of an asset, 
or a combination of assets that are closely interrelated or interdependent in terms of their design, technology, 
function, purpose or use, over the owned by the assignor property or to realize its construction right, against the 
agreed remuneration. Furthermore, IFRIC 15 adds that an agreement for the construction of real estate meets 
the definition of a construction contract only “when the buyer is able to specify the major structural elements of 
the design of the real estate”, then “an agreement for the construction of real estate is a construction contract 
within the scope of IAS 11”. So, they are the same, and, in our opinion, they all should be treated as 
construction contracts, but the only difference in between, the main criteria for determining which standard to 
apply, is the ability of the client to make major changes, and, from a legal point of view, to meet the definition 
of an “assignor”, enshrined in the Spatial Development Act.  
But according to the definition of a construction contract, given in the NAS 11, which states that: 
Construction contract is a “contract of creation (construction) of an asset or aggregation of assets that represent 
one object. Activities associated with these contracts are: the construction of buildings, roads, bridges, dams, 
tunnels, ships and other sophisticated equipment and facilities, demolition and asset recovery and restoration of 
the environment after destruction of assets and others”, and given the fact that IFRIC 15 applies to the 
International versions of the two standards, it appears that the National ones are in need of amendment, 
otherwise NAS 18 should not ever be applied in respect of revenue recognition from “construction contracts”, 
although it fits the definition given by National standard 11. But, in the Standard’s Appendix is written, that 
under its scope falls the recognition of revenue from “sales of real estate”, and it states that revenue is 
“recognized when legal title is transferred to the buyer”. We can summarize, that in view of the specified in the 
standard purpose and object, as according to what is written in its Appendix, NAS 18 should be applied only 
for the resale of real estate or construction production, and the construction of the asset, if “under a construction 
contract, falls within one reporting period”, or, “where the period of construction of the asset does not fit in the 
reporting year and there is a lack of a construction contract”. 
But thus excluded from the scope of the standard are the pre-sale contracts (off-plan contracts), which 
inherently last more than one reporting period and incorporate a contract for pre-sale of the construction right, 
and a construction contract for the building of the property itself. These types of contracts are called “not 
veritable construction contract” because of the fact that they combine a pre-sale contract for the transfer of the 
construction right, before or near the beginning of the construction, and a construction contract between an 
assignor and a construction company, for the construction of an apartment for instance.  
Not only is this constant cross-reference from one definition to another more than confusing, because of 
these contradictions in the standards, but it turns out that the concepts for revenue recognition are different, 
which further makes it difficult for the practitioners.  
According to IFRIC 15, if the entity is required to provide services together with construction materials, in 
order to perform its contractual obligation to deliver real estate to the buyer, the agreement is accounted for as 
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the sale of goods under IAS 18. And if the entity can transfer to the buyer the control and the significant risks 
and rewards of ownership over the work in progress as construction progresses, and if all the criteria in §14 of 
IAS 18 are continuously met as construction progresses, the entity shall recognize revenue by reference to the 
stage of completion, by applying the method of the percentage of completion. Here, again, we observe a 
significant difference, a conflict between the national and international variant of Standard 18. And although 
there should be no difference between revenue recognition from "agreement" or "contract" of sale of real estate, 
as a significant difference remains the moment of recognition and the possibility of applying the model stage of 
completion. 
3.3. The solution 
In practice is noticeable that the entities are making additional disclosures in the notes of their financial 
reports, which read as follows: “For outstanding issues in NASs for SMEs, shall be applied accounting 
principles and decisions in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.”    
In our opinion, given the striving for harmonization of national and international accounting regulations, this 
approach is the only solution for enterprises applying NASs for SMEs. It is no secret that they are “lagging 
behind the development of IFRSs and in comparison with IASs for SMEs” (Ʉɨɫɬɨɜ 2013, ɫ. 3).  
Such a case raises the question of the functionality, topicality and applicability of the National standards, 
given the fact that the Internationals undergo changes; interpretations are published on their application; they 
are constantly refine and are replaced with new ones.  In the General provisions of the National Accounting 
Standards is written that: “Through the National Accounting Standards are achieved: 
• uniform application of the adopted international accounting terminology; 
• uniformity in the accounting treatment of some reporting situations for which there are alternative solutions 
in the International Accounting Standards” 
As evidenced, none of these two are achieved which leads us to the conclusion that accountants in practice 
and auditors in our country apply a mix of National and International Accounting Standards. We all know that 
their decisions are derived on the basis of professional judgment, but in this case, is it necessary at all the 
existence of national standards, provided that for the outstanding issues the answers are searched in the 
international ones? The answer is found in the Accountancy Act, which states in its Article 22a that: “ 
Enterprises in the Republic of Bulgaria, with the exception of enterprises referred to in Article 22b, shall 
prepare and present their annual financial statements on the basis of International Accounting Standards.” On 
the other hand Article 22b states that:  
“ (1) Annual financial statements shall be prepared and presented on the basis of the National Financial 
Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises by enterprises which, for at least one of the two 
preceding years, do not exceed the indicators under two of the following criteria: 
• balance sheet assets as of 31 December: BGN 8 million; 
• net income from sales for the year: BGN 15 million; 
• average number of personnel for the year: 250 persons. 
(2) Newly established enterprises shall prepare and present their annual financial statements on the basis of 
the National Financial Reporting Standards for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises for the year of their 
establishment and for the year following it. 
(3) National Financial Reporting Standards for SMEs shall be adopted by the Council of Ministers and are 
in accordance with the legislation of the European Union and national specifics.” 
Given the fact the over 99% of the enterprises in Bulgaria are considered as small and medium , and do not 
fulfill the mentioned above criteria, and that the newly established enterprises have to apply the NASs, we 
come again to the conclusion that the standards should be revised and amended so they can become in 
accordance with the “legislation of the European Union”. Thereby the small and medium-sized construction 
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companies will not experience this difficulty and divagation from one standard to another, and from one 
interpretation or clarification into another. 
In our opinion, however, the National Accounting Standards cannot be simply replaced with the European 
Union legislation, because if this is done, they will not reflect the “national specifics.”  
We hope that in the initiated by the IASB and FASB joint project called “Revenue recognition from 
contracts with customers”, the discussed concepts and terms will be clarified and their use into the accounting, 
as well as in other scientific fields, to unify in order to have a common understanding of them.  The unification 
of terminology is essential to every scientific field, because only in this way can be initiated with its assessing 
and tracking, as well as trends to be outlined in its development. 
4. Concluding remarks 
We express the opinion that our construction-related National Accounting Standards should be harmonized 
with the International Accounting Standards. As for the terminology, principles and approaches for revenue 
recognition, they should be carefully defined. Regard to their international versions - IAS 11 and IAS 18, as 
well as IFRIC 15, they should and they will be replaced by the New Standard, but we hope that it will only 
happen if the terms, criteria, models and approaches for recognition of revenue from construction contracts 
(contracts with customers) are precisely defined, otherwise its appearance will not help to improve accounting. 
But the concept itself, for creating a single revenue standard, deserves its attention, because it will prevent that 
continuously divagation between one or another standard, interpretations and comments. 
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